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Students will use a dichotomous key to practice classifying aliens. Next, they. Copy
classification worksheet (Attachment 1) and the classification answer sheet.Mar 9, 2015 .
Resources: Lesson Source: Biology Corner (link) and handout (pdf) answer key ( pdf) Alien
Classification: Creepy Critters (link) and (pdf) with organisms. 5. Draw a dichotomous key to
distinguish between related but distinct species based on their physical features. 1 x student
worksheet. • 1 x set of key (appendix C). • 1 x cartoon aliens set B (cut-outs B1 to B8 from
appendix D).we will be classifying and creating a dichotomous key for a various Aliens.
Instructions: How to make a simple dichotomous key for taxonomic identification.Then the
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